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Abstract This paper presents an adaptive memetic algo-
rithm to solve the vehicle routing problemwith timewindows
(VRPTW). It is a well-known NP-hard discrete optimiza-
tion problem with two objectives—to minimize the number
of vehicles serving a set of geographically dispersed cus-
tomers, and to minimize the total distance traveled in the
routing plan.Althoughmemetic algorithms have been proven
to be extremely efficient in solving the VRPTW, their main
drawback is an unclear tuning of their numerous parameters.
Here, we introduce the adaptive memetic algorithm (AMA-
VRPTW) for minimizing the total travel distance. In AMA-
VRPTW, a population of solutions evolves with time. The
parameters of the algorithm, including the selection scheme,
population size and the number of child solutions generated
for each pair of parents, are adjusted dynamically during the
search. We propose a new adaptive selection scheme to bal-
ance the exploration and exploitation of the solution space.
Extensive experimental study performed on the well-known
Solomon’s and Gehring and Homberger’s benchmark sets
confirms the efficacy and convergence capabilities of the pro-
posed AMA-VRPTW. We show that it is very competitive
compared with other state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, the
influence of the proposed adaptive schemes on the AMA-
VRPTW behavior and performance is investigated in a thor-
ough sensitivity analysis. This analysis is complementedwith
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the two-tailed Wilcoxon test for verifying the statistical sig-
nificance of the results.
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1 Introduction
Route scheduling is one of the most important real-life prob-
lems and became a core issue in transportation, supply chain
management and logistics. Its numerous practical applica-
tions include the bus route planning, post, parcels, food and
beverage delivery, cash delivery to banks and ATM termi-
nals, industrial waste collection, maintenance operations,
and many more. While constructing the routing schedule
for a given distribution problem, it is necessary to consider
a large number of practical issues, e.g., the available fleet
size, truck capacities, travel costs between geographically
dispersed customers, possible time intervals in which cus-
tomers should be visited, and numerous other circumstances.
These factors affect the feasibility of a routing plan.
Minimizing the number of trucks and their total dis-
tance traveled during the service contributes to reducing the
fleet exploitation costs and fuel consumption, it lessens the
price of delivered goods, and helps in reducing the environ-
mental pollution and traffic congestion (Hosny and Mum-
ford 2010). Numerous variants of vehicle routing problems
(VRPs) reflect real-life scheduling scenarios (Dantzig and
Ramser 1959; Creput and Koukam 2008). In the multiple
traveling salesman problem (mTSP)—an extension of a stan-
dard traveling salesman problem—more than one salesman
can serve customers (Bektas 2006). Each customer speci-
fies a non-negative demand, which should be satisfied by the
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salesman. Clearly, the number of vehicles (salesmen) should
be asminimum as possible. In the capacitated vehicle routing
problem (CVRP), vehicle capacities cannot be exceeded (Niu
et al. 2014). In commercial transportation problems, cus-
tomers usually expect their orderswithin a specified time slot.
The vehicle routing problem with time windows (VRPTW)
incorporates delivery time constraints to address this issue
(Kallehauge 2008). It is a two-objective NP-hard discrete
optimization problem (Garey and Johnson 1990). Its main
objective is to minimize the number of homogeneous vehi-
cles serving customers scattered around the map. Then, the
total travel distance is to beminimized. There exist a plethora
of other variants of the VRPs which consider additional
scheduling constraints (Marinakis and Marinaki 2014; Mas-
son et al. 2014).
State-of-the-art algorithms for tackling theVRPTWinclu-
de exact and approximate methods. Since this problem is
NP-hard (Garey and Johnson 1990), the former approaches
can be applied only for relatively small problem instances.
Therefore, various heuristic algorithms that do not guarantee
obtaining the optimal solution but execute very fast have been
introduced to solve the VRPTW in a short time, and became
a main stream of development in this field. They encompass
simulated annealing (Zhong and Pan 2007), tabu searches
(Ho and Haugland 2004), ant colony systems (Gambardella
et al. 1999; Gomez et al. 2014), swarm optimization algo-
rithms (Hu et al. 2013), evolutionary approaches (Repoussis
et al. 2009), genetic andmemetic algorithms (GAs andMAs)
(Ghoseiri andGhannadpour 2010; Nagata et al. 2010; Nalepa
and Czech 2013; Vidal et al. 2013; Nalepa and Blocho 2014),
and more (Bräysy and Gendreau 2005).
Although evolutionary algorithms were shown to be
extremely effective, these techniques require their numer-
ous parameters to be given prior to the optimization, which
is difficult in practice. These algorithms need to be run mul-
tiple times in a very time-consuming tuning process to find
the most appropriate set of parameter values. Due to the dif-
ficulty of the VRPTW, it became a significant disadvantage
of the mentioned GAs and MAs. This issue was initially
addressed in our preliminary study which showed that adapt-
ing MA parameters using basic mechanisms helps improve
its convergence capabilities (Nalepa 2014). In this paper, we
propose a new adaptive memetic algorithm.
1.1 Contribution
As previously stated, the main drawback of the MAs applied
for solving the VRPTW lies in an unclear tuning of their
numerous parameters. Since the state-of-the-art methods use
static parameter values, they must be set a priori, and do not
change during the optimization process. Clearly, improperly
determined parameters can easily jeopardize the convergence
of the MA and deteriorate its performance. In this paper, we
propose a new adaptive MA (termed AMA-VRPTW) which
dynamically adapts itself according to the current state of
the search without any additional knowledge given prior to
the algorithm execution. This mitigates the necessity of per-
forming a time-consuming tuning process.
The adaptation in AMA-VRPTW includes controlling the
selection scheme, population size, and the number of child
solutions generated during the recombination.Also,we intro-
duce a new adaptive selection scheme which balances the
exploration and exploitation capabilities of AMA-VRPTW
based on the current search progress. Experimental results
obtained for two standard and widely used benchmark sets
empirically demonstrate that our adaptive MA efficiently
controls its parameters on the fly which leads to high conver-
gence capabilities of the proposed method, and show that
AMA-VRPTW is very competitive compared with other
techniques reported in the literature. Finally, we present a
thorough sensitivity analysis on variousmethod components,
followed by the two-tailed Wilcoxon test for assessing sta-
tistical significance of the results to investigate how the pro-
posed adaptation schemes contribute to the performance of
AMA-VRPTW.
1.2 Paper outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
problem is formally defined in Sect. 2. Section 3 reviews the
state-of-the-art algorithms for solving theVRPTW. Section 4
discusses in detail the proposed adaptive memetic algorithm.
The results of an extensive experimental study performed on
standard Solomon’s and Gehring and Homberger’s bench-
mark sets, along with the sensitivity analysis on various
method components followed by the two-tailed Wilcoxon
test, are reported and analyzed in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes
the paper and highlights directions of our future work.
2 Problem formulation
The VRPTW is formulated as a problem of serving M cus-
tomers by a fleet of K vehicles. The vehicles have a constant
capacity Q, which makes the fleet homogeneous. A single
depot (v0) is the start and the finish point of each route. The
customers vi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}, define their own service
times si , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}. Serving the depot does not take
any time (s0 = 0), whereas the customer service times are
non-negative. A non-negative demand di , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M},
is given for each customer. The travel costs between each
pair of travel points (i.e., distances in the Euclidean metric)
are given as c(i, j), where i = j , i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M}. These
travel costs correspond to the travel times. Each customer
and the depot specifies its earliest and latest time of start-
ing the service (i.e., time window), ei and li , respectively
(i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M}).
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More formally, the VRPTW is defined on a directed
graph G = (V, E) with a set V of M + 1 vertices rep-
resenting the customers and the depot, along with a set of
edges E = {〈vi , v(i+1)〉|vi , v(i+1) ∈ V, vi = v(i+1)}, rep-
resenting the connections between the travel points. Intu-
itively, the 0th vertex v0 represents the depot. Each vehicle
is assigned a set of customers from exactly one route for
service. The i th route is an ordered list of mi customers to
serve: ri = 〈v0, v(ri (1)), . . . , v(mi+1)〉, where v0 = v(mi+1) is
the depot, and v(ri ( j)) denotes the j th customer visited in ri .
2.1 Objectives
TheVRPTW is a hierarchical objective discrete optimization
problem. The primary objective is to minimize the fleet size
K (i.e., the number of vehicles serving M customers). It
is easy to note that K ≥ Kmin, where Kmin = D/Q.
Here, D = ∑Mi=1 di denotes the total customer demands.









x(i, j,k)c(i, j). (1)
The problem is characterized by three decision variables:
x(i, j,k) (i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M}, i = j,∀k ∈ K ) , (2)
ai (i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , M}), and (3)
wi (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , M}). (4)
If the kth vehicle travels from vi to v j (where i = j), then
x(i, j,k) = 1 (0 otherwise). Two other decision variables indi-
cate the arrival and the waiting time at vi (ai and wi , respec-
tively). There is no waiting time at the depot (and a0 = e0).
Let σA and σB be two solutions to the VRPTW. Then,
σA is of a higher quality than σB , if (K (σA) < K (σB)) or
(K (σA) = K (σB) and T (σA) < T (σB)).
2.2 Constraints





























x(i, j,k) ≤ Q (∀k ∈ K ), (8)
ei ≤ ai + wi ≤ li (∀i ∈ V ), (9)
max{a(i−1) + s(i−1) + c((i−1),i), ei } ≤ li
(
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,mk + 1},∀k ∈ K
)
. (10)
It has to be assured that every customer is visited exactly once
(Eq. 5), all the routes start and finish at the depot (Eq. 6), and
thefleet size is equal to K (Eq. 7). The capacity (Eq. 8) and the
timewindowconstraints (Eqs. 9, 10)must hold for each route.
Thus, the total amount of goods delivered to customers by a
vehicle cannot exceed Q, and the service of each customer
must be started before its time window elapses.
Arriving at a customer v(i+1) (at a certain time point) is
visualized in Figs. 1, 2, 3 (axes show the elapsing time τ ).
If a vehicle visits v(i+1) within its time window (e(i+1) ≤
a(i+1) ≤ l(i+1)), then the service is immediate (Fig. 1).
Alternatively, the vehicle may arrive at v(i+1) before the
beginning of the time window (a(i+1) < e(i+1)). However,
the service cannot be initiated before e(i+1) (we consider hard
time windows), and the vehicle waits until the time window
is open (see Fig. 2—the dotted line indicates the waiting time
w(i+1) at v(i+1)).
If a vehicle visits v(i+1) after closing its time window



























Fig. 3 Visiting a customer v(i+1) after closing its time window
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the service is not feasible (Fig. 3). The entire route r contain-
ing v(i+1) becomes infeasible, so as σ .
3 Related literature
3.1 Vehicle routing problem with time windows
Due to the NP-hardness of the VRPTW (Garey and John-
son 1990), and its wide practical applicability, it was exten-
sively studied over the years. Since the computation time
of exact approaches is not acceptable for large-scale prob-
lem instances, a plethora of heuristic algorithms (which find
high-quality, but not necessarily optimal, solutions quickly)
have been proposed. In this section, we review the state-of-
the-art techniques for solving the VRPTW.
Most exact approaches consider minimizing the total
travel distance as the single optimization objective. In
many aspects, they inherit from works devoted to solv-
ing the TSP (Kallehauge 2008). They encompass branch-
and-cut (Bard et al. 2002), and branch-cut-and-price proce-
dures (Abdallah and Jang 2014), algorithms utilizing many
different problem formulations (Kolen et al. 1987; Feil-
let et al. 2004; Larsen 2004; Chabrier 2006; Righini and
Salani 2006; Baldacci et al. 2011), and adopting other
problems for the VRPTW (Irnich and Villeneuve 2006).
Exact methods were summarized in thorough surveys and
reviews (Cordeau et al. 2002; Kallehauge 2008; El-Sherbeny
2010; Baldacci et al. 2012). Although exact algorithms are
continuously being developed, they are still not applicable
to large real-life VRPTW instances due to their execution
time.Also, they are strongly dependent on test characteristics
(Vidal et al. 2013).
In heuristic techniques, two VRPTW objectives are usu-
ally considered independently. Therefore, two-stage algo-
rithms (both sequential and parallel), in which the number
of vehicles is minimized at first, and then the travel dis-
tance is optimized, are a vital research topic. A two-stage
approach enables designing effective algorithms for both
optimization stages independently. In construction heuris-
tics, unserved customers are iteratively inserted into a par-
tial solution (Potvin and Rousseau 1993; Petch and Salhi
2003; Tavares et al. 2009; Pang 2011). Improvement heuris-
tics modify an initial solution to explore the solution space
(Bräysy and Gendreau 2005; Nagata and Bräysy 2009).
Meta-heuristic algorithms, which often couple exploring the
search space with its intensive exploitation, allow for exist-
ing infeasible solutions and deteriorating their quality tem-
porarily. Such approaches include simulated annealing (Chi-
ang and Russell 1996), tabu searches (Ho and Haugland
2004), swarm optimization (Hu et al. 2013), ant colony sys-
tems (Gambardella et al. 1999; Gomez et al. 2014), hybrid
techniques (Liu et al. 2014), and many more (Bräysy and
Gendreau 2005; Coltorti and Rizzoli 2007; Banos et al.
2013).
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have been very exten-
sively explored for tackling the VRPTW (Thangiah et al.
1991; Zhu 2000; Ombuki et al. 2006; Repoussis et al. 2009).
Genetic algorithms (GAs) consist in evolving a popula-
tion of solutions. It is then continuously improved in the
biologically inspired manner, in which chromosomes are
successively selected, crossed-over, and mutated. Similarly,
memetic algorithms (MAs) are built upon the population-
based approach, and combine EAs for exploring the solution
space with local refinement procedures for exploiting solu-
tions already found. MAs (both sequential and parallel) were
shown to be very effective in solving the VRPTW (Nagata
et al. 2010; Blocho and Czech 2012a, b, 2013; Nalepa and
Czech 2013; Vidal et al. 2013, Nalepa and Blocho 2014).
Memetic techniques have been applied to a bunch of other
optimization and pattern recognition problems in a variety
of science and engineering domains (Li et al. 2013, 2014;
Guan et al. 2014; Jin et al. 2014; Marinaki and Marinakis
2014; Nalepa and Kawulok 2014), and they outperformed
other evolutionary algorithms in terms of the convergence
capabilities.
3.2 Adaptive evolutionary algorithms
The most important shortcoming of the mentioned GAs
and MAs is an unclear selection of their numerous para-
meters to ensure the proper convergence speed, exploration
and exploitation capabilities. Since these methods use sta-
tic parameters (i.e., they do not change during the execu-
tion), this decision significantly influences the performance,
and should be undertaken very carefully. Thus, the cur-
rent state-of-the-art GAs and MAs for VRPTW must be
executed multiple times to determine an acceptable set of
appropriate parameters, which is usually a computationally
intensive and time-consuming task. In our recent work, we
showed how the choice of the co-operation scheme (defin-
ing the co-operation of parallel processes, called islands) in
the parallel MA influences the search (Nalepa and Blocho
2014). Here, we address the issue of an automatic control
of various algorithm parameters in the proposed adaptive
MA. Thus, the necessity of performing the tuning process is
mitigated.
A significant research effort has been put into proposing
approaches for improving EAs by optimizing their parame-
ters. Two main streams of development include parameter
tuning and control. The former techniques determine “good”
parameter values before the algorithm run. In a majority of
such methods, a single parameter is tuned at a time, which
may result in sub-optimal choices since the parameters are
not independent. Clearly, this process is very time consuming
and does not necessarily lead to optimally selected values.
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Also, trying all parameter combinations is practically impos-
sible. Each EA run is inherently dynamic and adaptive, and
different parameters may be “optimal” at various steps of
the optimization. This is not considered in tuning schemes—
they find a single set of parameters used during the entire
execution.
Control techniques aim at setting parameters of dynamic
EAs on the fly (i.e., during the algorithm execution). Control
EAs are classified based on many aspects: what is changed
(selection scheme, mutation rate, etc.), how is it done (deter-
ministic, feedback-based, and self-adaptation), what is the
scope (level) of change (population level, individual level,
etc.), and what is the evidence upon which the change is
carried out (monitoring the progress of the search, popula-
tion diversity, performance of operators, etc.) (Eiben et al.
1999). However, by tradition, the main criteria of classify-
ing strategies for parameter control are the (straight-forward)
what, and (less-obvious) how. Control strategies are divided
into three categories based on the “how aspect”: determinis-
tic (the parameter is updated without any feedback from the
running EA), adaptive (there is a feedback from the EA, and
the parameters are adjusted accordingly), self-adaptive (para-
meters are encoded into individuals and evolve). Following
this taxonomy, the proposed AMA-VRPTW is an adaptive
MA.
4 Adaptive memetic algorithm
In this section, we present in detail the proposed adaptive
MA (AMA-VRPTW). We introduce a new adaptive selec-
tion scheme, termed the adaptive exploration–exploitation
scheme (AE2), which balances the exploration and exploita-
tion of the solution space based on the current optimization
state. The dynamic adaptation of various algorithm para-
meters, including the population size, selection scheme and
the number of children generated for each pair of parents
during the recombination process, is discussed. It is worth
pointing out that the crossover, mutation, and education pro-
cedures applied in AMA-VRPTW have been already uti-
lized in our earlier works and other MAs (Nagata et al.
2010; Blocho 2013; Nalepa et al. 2014; Nalepa and Blocho
2014), and proved to be very robust. Here, we briefly discuss
them.
4.1 Chromosomes
In AMA-VRPTW (Algorithm 1), each individual pi , i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N }, represents a solution σi with K routes (there-
fore, K (pi ) = K (σi ) = K , and T (pi ) = T (σi )) in a pop-
ulation of size N , where N = NI at the beginning (line 1).
The initial population is generated using a guided ejection
Algorithm 1 Adaptive memetic algorithm (AMA–VRPTW).
1: done ← false; N ← NI ; N ← NI , s ← 0; T (pBp ) ← ∞; S ← AB;
2: Generate N solutions with K routes each;  GES
3: while (not done) do
4: Determine N pairs (pa , pb);  Selection
5: for all (pa , pb) do
6: T (pBc ) ← ∞; Nc ← 1; reproduce ← true;
7: while (reproduce) do
8: pc ← GenerateChild(pa , pb);  Fig. 4
9: pBc ← UpdateBestChild(pBc , pc);
10: if (T (pBc ) < T (pa) or T (p
B
c ) < T (pb) or Nc > N/2) then
11: reproduce ← false;
12: end if
13: Nc ← Nc + 1;
14: end while
15: end for
16: Form the next population of size N and update pB ;
17: if T (pB) < T (pBp ) then
18: s ← 0;  Reset the steady state counter
19: else
20: s ← s + 1;  Increase the steady state counter
21: if (s > sM and s ≤ P) then




Adaptation  Switch to LES
23: else if s > P then
24: S ← AB; N ← N + N ;  Switch to AB, increase N
25: s ← 0;  Reset the steady state counter
26: end if
27: end if
28: pBp ← pB ;  Update the best individual in the previous generation
29: Verify termination condition and update done;
30: end while
31: return the best solution pB (in the last generation);
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Fig. 4 Generation of a child solution in AMA-VRPTW. The repair procedure is executed only if the child is not feasible (rendered in light pink)
(color figure online)
search (GES) (Nagata and Bräysy 2009), recently improved
in our works (Nalepa and Czech 2012; Nalepa et al. 2014).
Guided ejection search is employed tominimize K at first,
and then to create N feasible solutions (each containing K
routes) (line 2). In GES, the search is started from a fea-
sible solution in which each customer is served within a
separate route (thus, K = M). Then, the algorithm repeat-
edly attempts to decrease K by one at a time. A route to be
deleted is selected randomly, and the customers from this
route are inserted into the ejection pool (EP), which contains
unserved customers. Afterwards, the attempts of re-inserting
the EP customers into the partial solution are undertaken.
If there are no feasible (i.e., not violating capacity and time
window constraints) insertions for a given customer taken
from the EP, then the other customers from the partial solu-
tion are removed and inserted into the EP. GES executes until
K = Kmin (seeSect. 2.1), or its computation time exceeds the
limit τK . It is then executed until N solutions with K routes
are found, or the execution time of this process surpasses the
limit τN (in this case, the solutions already found are copied
and mutated—see Sect. 4.4—until N individuals are gener-
ated). The maximum computation time of minimizing K and
generating the initial population is then τI = τK +τN , where
τK denotes the maximum time of minimizing K , and τN is
the maximum time of generating N solutions.
4.2 Selection
The population of solutions is subsequently evolved inAMA-
VRPTW to optimize T (lines 3–31). At first, N pairs (pa, pb)
of individuals from the i th generation Gi are selected to cre-
ate the generation G(i+1), according to the selection scheme
S (Algorithm 1, line 4, see also Fig. 4). This selection scheme
is adaptively determined during the optimization process (see
Sect. 4.6). In this paper, we propose to combine theAB selec-
tion (AB), which has high exploration capabilities (Kawulok
and Nalepa 2012; Nalepa and Czech 2013), with the scheme
locally exploiting best individuals (we term it the local
exploitation selection, LES) into the adaptive exploration–
exploitation scheme (AE2). AE2 adaptively determines the
execution mode (either explorative or exploitative) based on
the optimization progress.
In AB, each individual pi , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N }, is selected
as pa at first. Then, the individual p′i is chosen as pb, such
that pi = p′i . Each individual can be selected once as pa ,
and once as pb. Clearly, this selection takes O(N ) time. In
LES, the population is sorted according to the fitness of the
individuals (the lower T , the higher fitness), and divided into
 parts [it requires O(N log N ) time]. Then, N/ pairs of
parents are drawn and crossed-over for each population part
to exploit them independently. AE2 dynamically switches
between AB and LES to balance the exploration capabilities
of the former schemewith the LES exploitation behavior (see
Sect. 4.6 for details).
4.3 Crossover
For each pair of selected parent solutions (pa, pb), a new
individual pc is generated using the edge assembly crossover
operator (EAX) (Algorithm 1, line 8). This operator was
introduced for theTSP (Nagata 2006), and later adapted to the
CVRP (Nagata 2007). Originally, the EAX was defined for
undirected graphs. Then, it was enhanced for directed graphs
to handle time window constraints of the VRPTW (Nagata
et al. 2010). Its operation [taking TEAX(M) = O(M2) time,
where M is a number of customers in each parent (Blocho
2013)], is visualized in Fig. 5 [the figure is inspired byNalepa
and Blocho (2014)]. It is worth mentioning that a solution
obtained using the EAXmay be infeasible, and its feasibility
needs to be restored (see Sect. 4.4).
4.4 Repair, education and mutation
The repair, education and mutation procedures are the hill-
climbing methods based on traditional neighborhoods for
the VRPTW (Potvin and Rousseau 1995; Kindervater and
Savelsbergh 1997; Nagata et al. 2010). Let N (σ ) denote
the neighborhood of σ , obtained by applying the following
operators (moves): 2-opt* (Fig. 6), out-exchange (Fig. 7),
out-relocate (Fig. 8), in-exchange (Fig. 9), and in-relocate
(Fig. 10). To decrease an extremely large neighborhood size,
we consider Nvi nearest (in the Euclidean metric) customers
for each vi (Nagata et al. 2010).
A solution σc (represented by pc) may be infeasible, and
it undergoes the repair. In this process, local search moves
are performed to decrease the penalty term of the generalized
cost function Fg(σ ) (Nagata et al. 2010):
Fg(σ ) = T (σ ) + β1 · Pc(σ ) + β2 · Ptw(σ), (11)
where T (σ ) denotes the total travel distance of σ , and Pc(σ )
along with Ptw(σ) are the penalty components representing
the violations of the capacity and time window constraints.
Pc(σ ) is the sum of the total capacity which exceeds in σ ,
and Ptw(σ) denotes the sum of all time window violations.
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Fig. 5 Illustration of the EAX operator (Nagata et al. 2010) applied to
pa and pb (solutions σa and σb, respectively): a the graph Ga corre-
sponding to σa ,b the graphGb corresponding to σb , c the union of edges
from Ga and Gb (Ea ∪ Eb), d the intersection of edges from Ga and Gb
(Ea ∩ Eb), e the edges from (Ea ∩ Eb) are removed from (Ea ∪ Eb) to
form Gab ((Ea ∪Eb)\(Ea ∩Eb)), f–h six AB-cycles (consisting of Gab
edges traces alternately—Ea edges are traced forwardly, and Eb edges
reversely), i the intersection of Ea and the selected E-set (ES) (a ran-
dom AB-cycle); here we pick up the AB-cycle from h as the E-set, j the
intersection of Eb and ES , k the intermediate solution with subroutes
((Ea\(Ea ∩ ES)) ∪ (Eb ∩ ES)), l the graph Gc corresponding to the
child pc after applying local moves (see Sect. 4.4) to the intermediate













































Fig. 10 In-relocate operator applied to the route rα
The analysis of the beta scaling coefficients suggested to set
β1 = β2 = 1.0, and Nvi = 50 (Nagata et al. 2010).
In the repair procedure, the subneighborhoods [denoted as⋃
v∈r N (σc, v)] for each infeasible customer (from a random
infeasible route r belonging to σc) are created at first. A new
solution σ ′c, σ ′c ∈
⋃
v∈r N (σc, v), whichminimizes the value
of (β1 · Pc(σc) + β2 · Ptw(σc)), replaces the infeasible σc.
This process executes until σc is feasible, or there are no
repair moves left.
If pc is feasible, then it is educated. Here, only feasible
moves improving the solution quality, i.e., decreasing T (pc),
are accepted. If there are no more improvement moves, then
the education finishes. Afterwards, pc is mutated by at most
IM moves (not violating the constraints). The best feasible
child pBc is updated if T (pc) > T (p
B
c ) (Algorithm 1, line 9).
4.5 Adaptive number of children
The child solution inherits structure information from both
parents (see Fig. 5). This inheritance strongly depends on
the E-set selection process. Thus, creating a larger number
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of children (Nc > 1) for each pair (pa, pb) is beneficial and
increases the probability of obtaining a well-adapted indi-
vidual. However, if Nc is very large, then the search con-
vergence and computation time may be jeopardized and sig-
nificantly slowed down since creating a feasible child takes
O(M2) time (Blocho 2013). Intuitively, the number of chil-
dren should depend on the current optimization progress,
since it is intrinsically dynamic and adaptive.
Here, we propose to keep generating child individuals pc
until a solution which is better (i.e., it has a shorter total
travel distance T ) than at least one of its parents is found
(Algorithm 1, lines 10–12). This suggestion is based on the
mentioned inheritance observation. More precisely, it means
that the parent solutions could not be further improved by
local refinementmoves, and combining themwith other (per-
haps less-fitted) individuals is necessary to guide the search
efficiently. Therefore, more global structure changes intro-
duced by the EAX operator are crucial to escape from locally
optimal solutions. Since crossing over two individuals does
not guarantee obtaining a child better than the parents, we
define themaximum number of children (N/2) which cannot
be exceeded during the recombination process. This upper
bound dynamically increases along with the increase of the
population size N . On the one hand, it maximizes the proba-
bility of exploiting (usually) more diversified individuals. On
the other hand, this limit prevents from generating too many
children which do not contribute to the population layout and
will be discarded.
4.6 Adaptation
The recombination process, which is conducted for each pair
(pa, pb), is followed by forming the next population (Algo-
rithm 1, line 16). It depends on the current selection scheme
S in AE2 (see Sect. 4.2). In the case of AB selection, the
best child pBc , generated for a pair (pa, pb), replaces the par-
ent pa in G(i+1), only if T (pBc ) < T (pa). In LES, N best
solutions are selected to form G(i+1) from the set of 2 · N
individuals, containing N best children and the current pop-
ulation Gi (N solutions). It is worth noting that in both cases
the best individual (i.e., with the largest fitness) in the popu-
lation survives. Finally, the best solution pB found up to date
is updated if it is necessary (line 16).
After creating a new population, the adaptation process
is carried out. First, it is verified if the best solution has
been improved since the last generation (line 17). If so,
the current configuration of the AMA-VRPTW settings is
kept for further exploitation. Also, the steady-state counter
s, indicating the number of consecutive generations with-
out any improvement in the fitness of the best individual, is
reset (line 18). Otherwise, if pB has not been updated, s is
increased (line 20).
In the proposed selection scheme (AE2), AB and LES
selections are dynamically switched between each other to
balance both exploration and exploitation of the solution
space. The selection scheme S is changed to LES (it is AB at
the beginning to explore the initial population, see line 1) for
a better local exploitation of the subpopulations of size N/
once s exceeds sM (line 22). Here, sM = N/4 is the maxi-
mum steady-state selection counter. If s surpasses P = N/2
(the maximum steady-state population counter), then S is set
back to AB, and N new individuals, where N = NI , are
added to the current population, to explore new regions of
the search space (line 24). Additionally, the counter s is reset
after introducing new genetic material (line 25). Note that
other mechanisms for introducing new individuals, e.g., the
population re-generation process, are not employed inAMA-
VRPTW, since the population diversity is increased while
appending new individuals to the population.1 It is worth
noting that sM and P depend on the current population size
N . This approach allows for increasing the probability of
crossing over a larger number of unique pairs of individuals
in both explorative (AB) and exploitative (LES) schemes.
Thus, the probability of obtaining a well-fitted individual
inheriting valuable information from both parents grows.
Finally, the best individual in the previous generation (pBp )
is updated (line 28), and the stopping condition is verified
(line 29). The algorithm is terminated if its execution time
exceeds the maximum time limit τ . Also, it can be stopped if
pB is not improved for a given number of consecutive gen-
erations, or if a solution of an acceptable quality is already
found. Then, the best solution in the last generation (pB) is
returned (line 31). The crossover, repair, and education proce-
dures are the most time-consuming parts of AMA-VRPTW,
hence its time complexity is O(M2).
5 Experimental results
5.1 Setup
Extensive experiments were conducted to investigate the per-
formance of AMA-VRPTW, and to compare its efficacy with
other state-of-the-art techniques. AMA-VRPTWwas imple-
mented in C++ language and run on a computer equipped
with an Intel Core i7 2.3 GHz (16 GB RAM) processor.
Its maximum execution time was limited by τ = 3.2 min
for Solomon’s set, and τ = 4.5 min for Gehring and
Homberger’s set (τ includes τI ). The initial population is
very small (NI = 10, and N = NI ). In LES, we divide
the population into two equinumerous parts ( = 2). The
maximum number of local moves in the mutation procedure
is IM = 100.
1 New individuals usually are of a lower quality than those already
optimized, and differ from them significantly.
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Table 1 Abbreviations of the state-of-the-art methods taken for comparison (S—Solomon’s set, GH—Gehring and Homberger’s set)
Symbol Set Method References
2SHLS S Two-stage hybrid local search Bent and Van Hentenryck (2004)
TSH S Tabu search heuristics Ho and Haugland (2004)
HACS S Hybrid ant colony system Chen and Ting (2005)
2SH-EP S|GH Two-stage heuristics with ejection pools Lim and Zhang (2007)
GH GH A general heuristics for VRPs Pisinger and Ropke (2007)
ILS S|GH Iterated local search Ibaraki et al. (2008)
AGEA S|GH Arc-guided evolutionary algorithm Repoussis et al. (2009)
BPLNS S|GH A branch-and-price-based LNS Prescott-Gagnon et al. (2009)
EAMAα S Edge assembly memetic algorithm (N = 200) Nagata et al. (2010)
EAMAβ S|GH Edge assembly memetic algorithm (N = 100) Nagata et al. (2010)
GP–GA S Goal programming and genetic algorithm Ghoseiri and Ghannadpour (2010)
AC-IH S Ant colony with insertion heuristics Balseiro et al. (2011)
LNS S Large neighborhood search Hong (2012)
MA-DM S|GH Memetic algorithm with diversity management Vidal et al. (2013)
CPSO S Hybrid chaos-particle swarm optimization Hu et al. (2013)
AC-CH S Ant colony with characterization heuristics Gomez et al. (2014)
5.2 Datasets
AMA-VRPTW was tested on two classical benchmarks
of large-scale VRPTW problem instances proposed by
Solomon (1987), and Gehring and Homberger (1999). They
became the standard sets for evaluating emerging algorithms
to solve the VRPTW, since they reflect various real-life
scheduling circumstances. All large-scale tests (in both sets)
are split into subclasses, containing customers grouped into
clusters (C subclass), dispersed randomly on the map (R sub-
class), and those containing a mix of both clustered and ran-
domized customers (RC subclass). Among these subclasses,
it is possible to distinguish problems with smaller vehicle
capacities and considerably short time windows (C1, R1,
and RC1), and those with larger vehicle capacities and longer
scheduling horizons (C2, R2, and RC2). These characteris-
tics strongly influence the structure of final solutions, e.g., a
larger fleet is necessary to serve customers in the case of
small truck capacities and tight time windows.
In each Solomon’s instance, there are M = 100 cus-
tomers to serve, whereas in Gehring and Homberger’s
set, there are problems with various M’s, where M ∈
{200, 400, 600, 800, 1000}. The number of tests varies (from
8 to 12) betweenSolomon’s subclasses (56 instances in total).
Each Gehring and Homberger’s subclass contains 10 prob-
lems (60 instances in total for each M). Tests are distin-
guished by their unique names: αγ in Solomon’s set, and
α_β_γ in Gehring and Homberger’s set, where α denotes
the subclass (C1, C2, R1, R2, RC1, and RC2), β relates to
M (2 for 200, 4 for 400, and so forth), γ is the test identifier
(γ ∈ {01, 02, . . . , 12} for Solomon’s set, γ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10}
for Gehring and Homberger’s set). In this study, we consider
the entire Solomon’s set, and only 200-customerGehring and
Homberger’s instances.
We compare AMA-VRPTW with a number of state-of-
the-art methods for solving the VRPTW. Table 1 summa-
rizes the algorithms taken for comparison for Solomon’s and
Gehring and Homberger’s sets (it is common that the authors
report the results obtained using their algorithms only for one
benchmark set). Also, we present the world’s best (currently
known) results published at the SINTEF website2 Finally,
we report the sensitivity analysis on various AMA-VRPTW
components followed by the two-tailedWilcoxon test to ver-
ify statistical significance of the results. This study shows
how these components influence the AMA-VRPTW perfor-
mance, and how they contribute to the convergence capabil-
ities of the proposed MA.
5.3 Creating the initial population
The first stage of AMA-VRPTW consists in minimizing the
number of routes K , and generating the initial population of
N solutions (see Sect. 4 for more details). Here, we utilized
GES (Nagata and Bräysy 2009), which has a relatively high
time complexity O(M2.7), where M is the number of clients
to serve (Blocho 2013). Hence, the maximum execution time
τI is imposedon this procedure.As alreadymentioned, if τI is
exceeded, then the algorithm is terminated and the solutions
2 See http://www.sintef.no/Projectweb/TOP/VRPTW/; reference date:
June 20, 2014. Note that the world’s best results are a set of solutions
obtained using various algorithms—both sequential and parallel.
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Table 2 Average time τ KA (in s) of generating a feasible solution with
KB routes using GES (out of 200 runs) for Solomon’s and Gehring and
Homberger’s sets (superscripts S and GH, respectively)









For some subclasses indicated the average time τ KE excluding the most
time-consuming instances (τ KA |τ KE )—see Table 3
Table 3 Average time τ˜ KA (in s) of generating a feasible solution with
KB routes using GES (out of 200 runs) for the most time-consuming
VRPTW instances
Solomon’s Gehring and Homberger’s
Instance τ˜ KA Instance τ˜
K
A
R104 37.60 R2_2_1 3.15
R112 19.15 RC2_2_5 2.66




already found are copied and mutated until N individuals
are generated. We generate a pool of 20 · NI solutions at
first (within τI ). Solutions are taken from this pool when N
is increased on the fly, as discussed earlier. If N > 20 · NI
at some point during the optimization, then GES is run to
generate new (missing) individuals.
Although the theoretical complexity of GES is significant,
it runs very fast in practice, and the above-mentioned situ-
ation of copying and mutating already found solutions hap-
pened for less than 2.6 % of the considered instances. The
average execution time τ KA (out of 200 independent runs) of
generating a single feasible solution (with K = KB , where
KB is the world’s best minimum K ) is given in Table 2. For
some subclasses (R1, R2, and RC1 for Solomon’s set, and
R2 and RC2 for Gehring and Homberger’s set), we present
the average time (τ KE ) excluding the most computationally
intensive tests (Table 3). In most cases, the average time
necessary for generating a solution with K = KB is well
below 0.4 s for both benchmarks (Table 2), and it is negli-
gible compared with the execution time of AMA-VRPTW.
Solving only four Solomon’s instances took more than 10 s
on average (Table 3). If these tests are excluded from τ KA for
Solomon’s set, then it is τ KA = 0.29 s. The results indicate
that less-structured tests containing randomly scattered cus-
tomers (R and RC subclasses) are more difficult to solve by
GES in a short time. Since AMA-VRPTW is independent
from the stage of generating the initial population of solu-
tions, GES can be conveniently replaced by another, perhaps
more efficient, route minimization algorithm without affect-
ing the performance of AMA-VRPTW.
5.4 Comparison with other algorithms
We compare the performance of AMA-VRPTW with other
state-of-the-art techniquesmentioned inSect. 5.2. The results
are presented for each subclass (C1, C2, R1, R2, RC1, and
RC2), for both benchmark sets. Each test (i.e., for each prob-
lem instance) was repeated 5 times, and the best results were
averaged across subclasses (see Tables 4, 6). We indicate the
processor on which a given algorithm was executed (P3, P4,
Opt, Cent, and Xe stand for Pentium 3, Pentium 4, Opteron,
Centrino and Xeon, respectively), along with its execution
time τ for one problem instance, including τI [if a given
method was run (x) times for a test, then the best result out
of x executions was selected (1/x), and τ = x ×τs , where τs
is the time of a single run]. The quoted computation times are
difficult to compare directly due to different computer archi-
tectures used for experiments; however, they give a rough
overview about the algorithms’ performance and behavior.
For some techniques, the authors did not quote certain exper-
imental settings. This is indicated by the “n/a” symbol in the
appropriate column. Finally, the last rows in Tables 4 and 6
indicate the world’s best results. The results are given in a
form K |T , where K and T are the best minimum number of
routes and the bestminimum total travel distance found using
the correspondingmethod, averaged for each subclass. Addi-
tionally, we show the best and the average AMA-VRPTW
results for each instance separately (Tables 5, 7).
For the Solomon’s tests (Table 4), a majority of the inves-
tigated state-of-the-art algorithms converged to the best-
known KB . It is worth noting that solutions in which cus-
tomers are served by a larger number of trucks are usually
characterized by a shorter total travel distance. However, the
main objective of the VRPTW is to minimize K , thus these
solutions are of a lower quality than those with a smaller
K . The most competitive results are delivered by the edge-
assembly MA (EAMA), MA with the diversity management
(MA-DM), and the proposed AMA-VRPTW. For EAMA,
two variants of the algorithm were executed, with differ-
ent population sizes (N = 20,000/M = 200, where M
denotes the number of customers, in EAMAα , and N = 100
in EAMAβ ) as suggested by Nagata et al. (2010). The results
show that N significantly affects the algorithm performance.
Similarly, all MA-DM parameters are fixed and need to be
tuned before the execution. This is an important issue since
the whole optimization process must be run multiple times
to determine (i.e., to tune) adequate parameter values. Con-
trary to that, AMA-VRPTW adaptively controls its parame-
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Table 5 The average and the minimum total travel distance (TA|T ) (out of 5 runs) obtained using AMA-VRPTW on Solomon’s VRPTW instances
(100 customers) (in boldface indicated T ’s equal to the world’s best TB )
Subclass → C1 C2 R1 R2 RC1 RC2
Instance ↓ TA|T TA|T TA|T TA|T TA|T TA|T
1 828.94|828.94 591.56|591.56 1650.80|1650.80 1253.02|1252.37 1696.95|1696.95 1406.94|1406.94
2 828.94|828.94 591.56|591.56 1486.12|1486.12 1191.70|1191.70 1554.75|1554.75 1366.93|1365.64
3 828.06|828.06 591.17|591.17 1292.68|1292.68 941.88|939.50 1261.95|1261.67 1063.26|1049.62
4 824.78|824.78 590.60|590.60 1007.31|1007.31 833.09|828.78 1135.52|1135.52 798.46|798.46
5 828.94|828.94 588.88|588.88 1377.11|1377.11 995.93|994.43 1629.44|1629.44 1297.65|1297.65
6 828.94|828.94 588.49|588.49 1255.59|1252.03 910.51|906.14 1424.73|1424.73 1149.32|1146.32
7 828.94|828.94 588.29|588.29 1108.28|1104.66 895.90|890.61 1231.52|1230.48 1064.87|1061.14
8 828.94|828.94 588.32|588.32 963.48|960.88 728.02|726.82 1141.34|1139.82 829.18|828.14
9 828.94|828.94 – 1195.27|1194.73 910.37|909.16 – –
10 – – 1118.84|1118.84 944.32|939.37 – –
11 – – 1096.73|1096.73 892.61|891.11 – –
12 – – 986.83|982.14 – – –
K = KB for each problem instance
Table 6 Comparison of the results obtained using various methods on Gehring and Homberger’s large-scale VRPTW instances (200 customers)
Method ↓ CPU↓ Subclass → C1 C2 R1 R2 RC1 RC2
τ ↓ (min.) K |T K |T K |T K |T K |T K |T
2SH–EP (1/1) P4–3.0G 93.2 18.9|2726.11 6.0|1834.24 18.2|3639.60 4.0|2950.09 18.0|3205.51 4.3|2574.10
GH (1/10) P4–3.0G 10 × 7.7 18.9|2721.52 6.0|1832.95 18.2|3631.23 4.0|2949.37 18.0|3212.28 4.3|2556.87
ILS (1/1) P4–2.8G 33.0 18.9|2732.03 6.0|1834.83 18.2|3665.77 4.0|2965.64 18.0|3287.61 4.3|2562.56
AGEA (1/3) Opt–2.3G 90.0 18.9|2721.90 6.0|1833.36 18.2|3640.11 4.0|2941.99 18.0|3224.63 4.3|2554.33
BPLNS (1/5) Opt–2.3G 5 × 53.0 18.9|2718.77 6.0|1831.59 18.2|3615.69 4.0|2937.67 18.0|3192.56 4.3|2559.32
EAMAa (1/5) Opt–2.4G 5 × 4.1 18.9|2718.41 6.0|1831.64 18.2|3612.36 4.0|2929.41 18.0|3178.68 4.3|2536.22
MA-DM (1/5) Xe–2.93G 5 × 8.4 18.9|2718.41 6.0|1831.59 18.2|3613.16 4.0|2929.41 18.0|3180.48 4.3|2536.20
AMA-VRPTW (1/5) i7–2.3G 5 × 4.5 18.9|2718.41 6.0|1831.59 18.2|3627.30 4.0|2930.06 18.0|3226.78 4.3|2537.72
World’s best – – 18.9|2718.41 6.0|1831.59 18.2|3611.86 4.0|2929.41 18.0|3176.23 4.3|2535.88
a Only one variant of EAMA is tested here since N = 20,000/200 = 100 [see Nagata et al. (2010)]
ters during the search—it starts from a very small population,
which is subsequently increased only if it is necessary. The
results show that AMA-VRPTW matched the best-known
solutions for almost all subclasses.
In Table 5, we report the detailed AMA-VRPTW results
for Solomon’s benchmark, showing the average and the best
travel distances, TA and T , respectively. For 32 (out of 56)
problem instances (57 %) TA matched T , whereas for 52
tests (93 %) AMA-VRPTWmanaged to find the best-known
solution within 5 runs. It indicates high convergence capa-
bilities of the algorithm, and this observation is confirmed by
the maximum relative difference between TA and T , given
as δM = max{δ(αγ )}, where δ(αγ ) = (T (αγ )A −T (αγ ))/T (αγ )
for each problem instance αγ , which is δM = 1.3 · 10−2
for RC203. The subclasses with clustered customers are not
only easy to solve with respect to the fleet size (Table 2), but
they are also very efficiently optimized by AMA-VRPTW
when the total distance is considered (see C1 and C2 in
Table 5).
The results obtained for Gehring and Homberger’s bench-
mark tests are presented in Table 6, along with the detailed
AMA-VRPTW results in Table 7. Although the search space
is significantly larger here, C1 and C2 subclasses are solved
successfully by most of the methods. However, subclasses
containing randomized customers (especially with tight time
windows) appeared to be challenging (see R1 and RC1 in
Table 6) for both minimizing K and T . Similarly, the MAs
(EAMA,MA-DM, and AMA-VRPTW) deliver the best (and
the most stable among different subclasses) results. Also,
a branch-and-price-based neighborhood search (BPLNS)
offers competitive results, yet its computation time is sig-
nificantly (at least 6.31× compared with MA-DM) larger
than the time of the mentioned evolutionary techniques. As
remarked previously, EAMA and MA-DM parameters must
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Table 7 The average and the minimum total travel distance (TA|T ) (out of 5 runs) obtained using AMA–VRPTW on Gehring and Homberger’s
large-scale VRPTW instances (200 customers) (in boldface indicated T ’s equal to the world’s best TB )
Subclass → C1 C2 R1 R2 RC1 RC2
Instance ↓ TA|T TA|T TA|T TA|T TA|T TA|T
1 2704.57|2704.57 1931.44|1931.44 4795.04|4795.04 4483.16|4483.16 3746.25|3636.70 3114.17|3099.53
2 2933.45|2917.89 1863.16|1863.16 4078.52|4055.95 3651.66|3621.20 3377.44|3312.89 2825.82|2825.33
3 2716.19|2707.35 1775.65|1775.08 3421.16|3388.03 2895.16|2881.15 3094.08|3034.74 2614.86|2604.09
4 2648.69|2643.31 1710.09|1703.43 3090.56|3075.22 1986.45|1981.30 2931.00|2872.10 2069.18|2048.77
5 2702.05|2702.05 1879.22|1878.85 4126.45|4111.84 3368.69|3366.79 3511.51|3419.76 2916.82|2911.46
6 2701.04|2701.04 1857.35|1857.35 3666.99|3618.34 2925.76|2914.11 3465.78|3401.36 2884.27|2873.12
7 2701.04|2701.04 1849.46|1849.46 3185.21|3171.89 2462.35|2452.66 3308.23|3273.47 2547.05|2525.83
8 2779.26|2775.48 1821.87|1820.53 2969.87|2958.19 1863.07|1849.98 3204.66|3168.96 2323.47|2297.44
9 2690.41|2687.83 1830.84|1830.05 3811.18|3792.26 3101.64|3095.27 3192.70|3121.80 2190.84|2175.98
10 2652.79|2643.51 1807.11|1806.58 3312.62|3306.21 2660.30|2654.97 3076.42|3025.99 2022.87|2015.61
K = KB for each problem instance
be set beforehand, and each configuration requires a separate
execution (e.g., for three different N ’s, EAMAwould require
3 × 5 × 4.1 = 61.5 min. in this scenario). AMA-VRPTW
does not suffer from this drawback as it adapts itself on the
fly.
The detailed results of AMA-VRPTW (Table 7) confirm
that it is very efficient in solving problemswith clustered cus-
tomers, and all C1 andC2 testswere solved to the best-known
optimum within 5 algorithm runs. In total, the proposed MA
retrieved the world’s best results for 29 instances (48 %),
among which for 9 tests (15 %) the minimum total travel
distance TB was gathered in every run. For this benchmark
set, the average TA values (out of 5 AMA-VRPTW runs)
were close to the best results, what illustrate a good stabil-
ity of the algorithm. The relative differences averaged for
the subclasses (δαA =
∑
(α_β_γ ) δ
(α_β_γ )/10, where δ(α_β_γ )
denotes the relative difference for each instance α_β_γ in a
given subclass α) are the largest in the case of RC1 and RC2
tests: δRC1A = 2.0 · 10−2 and δRC2A = 0.5 · 10−2.
AMA-VRPTW can be terminated once a solution of a
desired quality has been found. Alternatively, the search
may be finished if the best solution in the population is
not improved for a number of consecutive generations g.
It usually means that the optimization process converged
to a solution which is not likely to be improved further, if
g is sufficiently large. In Table 8, we present the average
convergence time τc (excluding τI ), along with the average
number of generations gc in AMA-VRPTW, after which the
travel distance of the best solution could not be decreased
further. The results confirm that AMA-VRPTW is extremely
efficient in solving instances with clustered customers (C1
and C2). The subclasses with wide time windows and larger
truck capacities (C2, R2, and RC2) are, in general, more dif-
ficult to solve in the case of Solomon’s set, and take much
more time (compared with C1, R1, and RC1 tests). The sit-
Table 8 Average convergence time τc (in s) and generation gc
(for Solomon’s and Gehring and 200-customer Homberger’s sets—








C1 0.77 3.53 81.77 62.93
C2 2.30 2.75 75.60 30.12
R1 50.01 43.65 244.17 134.94
R2 163.62 46.17 200.96 57.91
RC1 50.21 40.80 261.85 181.15
RC2 174.68 53.00 239.36 62.50
uation is opposite for Gehring and Homberger’s large-scale
tests. Here, instances with tight time window characteristics
(C1, R1, and RC1) appeared to be computationally intensive.
Since the converge times τGHc are very close to the imposed
time limit τ , increasing AMA-VRPTWmaximum execution
time can help improve the best individuals in the next gen-
erations. Similarly, the number of generations necessary for
converging to high-quality results increases for demanding
tests (R2 and RC2 for Solomon’s set, C1, R1, and RC1 for
Gehring and Homberger’s set).
5.5 Analysis and discussion on adaptiveness
In a majority of EAs, a fixed number of children Nc, where
Nc ≥ 1, is generated for each pair of parents. It is easy
to see that creating a larger number of child solutions may
be beneficial, especially for MAs, in which each individual
undergoes an additional education procedure.However, if the
process of generating a child is time consuming, then it may
significantly slowdown the search and affect the convergence
capabilities of the algorithm. Therefore, selecting an optimal
number of children Nc is of a high importance, and is not
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(a) (b)
Fig. 11 The average number of children generated for each pair of parents for: a C1, R1, and RC1, and b C2, R2, and RC2 subclasses of the
200-customer Gehring and Homberger’s set
Table 9 Abbreviations of the
investigated MA variants—MA
(N , Nc, selection scheme); A
stands for adaptive
ID Variant N Nc Selection
MA1 MA (100, 20, AB) Constant, N = 100 Constant, Nc = 20 AB-selection
MA2 MA (100, 20, A) Constant, N = 100 Constant, Nc = 20 Adaptive (AE2)
MA3 MA (100, A, AB) Constant, N = 100 Adaptive AB-selection
MA4 MA (100, A, A) Constant, N = 100 Adaptive Adaptive (AE2)
MA5 MA (A, 20, AB) Adaptive Constant, Nc = 20 AB-selection
MA6 MA (A, 1, A) Adaptive Constant, Nc = 1 Adaptive (AE2)
MA7 MA (A, 20, A) Adaptive Constant, Nc = 20 Adaptive (AE2)
MA8 MA (A, A, AB) Adaptive Adaptive AB-selection
AMA AMA-VRPTW Adaptive Adaptive Adaptive (AE2)
a trivial task. In AMA-VRPTW, we proposed to adaptively
adjust Nc (see Sect. 4 for details), so as it can change in time.
Here, we present the average number of children for Gehring
and Homberger’s subclasses generated within gc generations
(gc values are given in Table 8).
The results for all subclasses are depicted in Fig. 11. For
difficult tests (with tight time windows), Nc grows slowly
compared with the subclasses characterized by a longer
scheduling horizon. It indicates that relatively small popu-
lations are exploited for a shorter time here, and generat-
ing more children does not help improve the quality of best
individuals. Thus, the population size N adaptively grows
to explore new regions of the search space by adding new
genetic material. This increase of N is indicated by peaks in
Fig. 11a, e.g., for C1.
Once N is enlarged, the average Nc drops, since the proba-
bility of obtaining a better (i.e., with a shorter T ) child than at
least one parent rapidly increases (new individuals appended
to the population are usually of a lower quality than those
already optimized). For R2 and RC2 tests, Nc continuously
grows without a fast increase of N , since there are still high-
quality neighboring solutions, and generating more children
is advantageous (see Fig. 11b). Also, it affects the number of
generations necessary to converge to the final solutions (see
Table 8). Therefore, generating a large number of children
is more exploitative and results in aggressive optimization
of small populations. On the contrary, small Nc’s and more
rapid increase of N expose an explorative behavior of AMA-
VRPTW. The appropriate search scheme (i.e., more exploita-
tive or explorative) is adaptively controlled according to the
current state of the search in the proposed algorithm.
5.6 Sensitivity analysis on method components
InAMA-VRPTW,we introduced some new adaptive compo-
nents to address the problem of setting numerous MA para-
meters dynamically. In this section, we analyze how these
procedures contribute to the AMA-VRPTW performance
and execution time for Gehring and Homberger’s tests with
200 customers. To determine the impact of each of these com-
ponents,wedefined several algorithmvariants inwhich adap-
tive techniques for setting N , Nc, and the selection scheme,
are replaced by the baseline approaches. The investigated
AMA-VRPTW variants are summarized in Table 9. Each
test was repeated 5 times, and the best results were aver-
aged across subclasses. The minimum total travel distance
T , along with the average convergence time τc and genera-
tion gc, and the average time of processing a single generation
τ
g
A, is given in Table 10 (the best T is indicated in boldface).
As previously, K = KB for each test.
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Table 10 Comparison of the results (theminimum total travel distance T , the average convergence time τc (in s), the average convergence generation
gc, and the average time of a single generation τ
g
A (in s)) obtained using different algorithm variants
Variant ↓ C1 C2 R1 R2 RC1 RC2
MA1
T 2720.07 1837.44 3721.14 2969.83 3432.39 2575.97
τc 111.59 102.56 277.82 322.29 301.88 315.53
gc 20.05 6.77 16.82 6.34 24.44 7.52
τ
g
A 3.46 12.43 14.65 58.58 12.83 46.57
MA2
T 2720.04 1836.72 3714.25 2957.70 3419.78 2570.76
τc 141.01 144.87 277.72 318.26 302.16 319.72
gc 14.30 5.57 15.65 5.82 23.06 7.10
τ
g
A 7.12 22.10 16.48 64.63 13.60 51.47
MA3
T 2718.62 1832.08 3680.48 2937.46 3340.50 2549.92
τc 129.26 92.56 267.71 275.71 297.73 280.03
gc 23.64 10.46 35.54 17.75 46.23 19.30
τ
g
A 3.98 10.15 7.34 17.17 6.62 15.82
MA4
T 2718.56 1833.37 3681.78 2938.51 3355.82 2554.39
τc 127.36 87.87 274.11 272.78 297.65 293.83
gc 23.73 9.85 37.71 17.64 48.65 17.96
τ
g
A 2.99 9.08 6.67 17.08 6.32 17.66
MA5
T 2719.64 1832.59 3649.20 2937.43 3272.49 2546.71
τc 66.64 81.75 205.27 194.64 261.24 216.58
gc 49.94 28.70 108.02 42.56 176.44 55.22
τ
g
A 1.95 3.96 2.19 5.14 1.56 4.25
MA6
T 2720.10 1833.65 3661.09 2939.35 3294.61 2555.52
τc 99.62 90.10 242.04 229.13 253.29 242.80
gc 130.66 60.22 274.40 110.36 325.05 125.63
τ
g
A 0.81 1.74 0.94 2.28 0.85 2.11
MA7
T 2718.87 1831.95 3647.68 2936.61 3270.71 2545.80
τc 62.86 63.07 195.50 211.73 240.76 206.80
gc 46.72 22.86 116.75 44.42 168.66 55.92
τ
g
A 1.94 3.94 2.02 5.24 1.56 4.16
MA8
T 2718.56 1831.91 3637.91 2934.32 3243.53 2542.16
τc 69.99 67.03 210.46 154.68 256.71 209.76
gc 41.98 22.39 104.76 43.50 162.62 56.06
τ
g
A 3.00 6.23 2.53 5.40 1.75 4.61
AMA
T 2718.41 1831.59 3627.30 2930.06 3226.78 2537.72
τc 81.77 75.60 244.17 200.96 261.85 239.36
gc 62.93 30.12 134.94 57.91 181.15 62.50
τ
g
A 2.14 4.29 2.13 4.39 2.18 4.81
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Table 11 The level of statistical significance obtained using the two-tailed Wilcoxon test for each pair of the MA variants: p ≤ x , where x is the
value given in the table, p denotes the p value, and no indicates that p > 0.05.
MA1 MA2 MA3 MA4 MA5 MA6 MA7 MA8 AMA
MA1 – no 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
MA2 – 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
MA3 – 0.01 no 0.01 no no 0.05
MA4 – 0.05 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.01
MA5 – 0.01 no 0.01 0.01
MA6 – 0.01 0.01 0.01
MA7 – 0.01 0.01
MA8 – 0.05
Each adaptive component applied separately in the MA
significantly improves the results (see variants MA2, MA3
andMA5, compared with the baselineMA1 in Table 10). The
adaptive number of children Nc and the population size N
affect the convergence speed of the original MA by utilizing
the incremental exploration of the solution space. Combining
these two variants intoMA8 helps further decrease the execu-
tion time and obtain higher-quality results. Also, the adaptive
selection scheme (AE2) offers better exploitation behavior
when combined with the mentioned variants (MA4, MA6
and MA7). Due to a small value of Nc (Nc = 1) which was
set a priori, small populations were not sufficiently exploited
during the search (MA6 resulted in larger T ’s). It confirms the
necessity of setting Nc on the fly to handle the current search
state efficiently. Finally, AMA-VRPTW in which all the dis-
cussed adaptive techniques are applied resulted in the best
travel distances for each subclass. It proves a good stability
of AMA-VRPTW, and shows that it delivers best asymptotic
results within the assumed execution time.
The algorithm variants with constant N = 100 and
Nc = 20 require significantly larger amount of time to
process a single generation (see τ gA forMA1 andMA2). Since
the adaptive selection is more exploitative, MA2 handles a
single generation slower, but allows for an intensive search
resulting in better solutions (see Table 10). Incorporating the
adaptive techniques for Nc and N significantly decreases the
computation time. It is easy to see that generating a single
child for each pair of parents (MA6) is very fast, but the
quality of solutions obtained by this algorithm variant dras-
tically drops. Finally, the proposed AMA-VRPTW not only
can deliver very high-quality solutions, but also it is very
efficient in terms of the computation time (e.g., it is more
than 13.3× faster compared with the static MA, in which
the parameters are fixed during the optimization—see AMA-
VRPTW and MA1 for R2).
To verify the null hypothesis saying that “two variants
of the MA (with adaptive and static parameters) lead to the
same quality of final solutions”, we performed the two-tailed
Wilcoxon test for each pair of the algorithm variants (see
Table 11).3 It is easy to see that it can be rejected with a
highprobability forAMA-VRPTWcomparedwith otherMA
variants. This means that the increase of the solutions quality
is statistically significant for the proposed adaptive MA. It is
worth noting that the difference between MA3 (the MA with
an adaptive scheme for determining the number of children),
and some other adaptive MAs (MA7 and MA8) is not nec-
essarily statistically significant. However, the latter variants
outperformed MA3 in terms of the execution time, and con-
verged to high-quality solutions much faster (see Table 8 for
more details). Also, the population size does not need to be
specified for the adaptive algorithms prior to the optimiza-
tion. This was a significant drawback of the MA3 variant
leading to a very time-consuming tuning.
6 Conclusions and future work
In this paper, a new adaptive memetic algorithm (AMA-
VRPTW) for solving the VRPTWhas been proposed. AMA-
VRPTW adaptively adjusts its various parameters, includ-
ing the population size, the number of children generated
for each pair of parents during the recombination process,
and the selection scheme, according to the current state of
the optimization. The problem of determining proper algo-
rithm parameters before the execution is very difficult in
practice, and requires a large computational effort to vali-
date each set of parameters. This is a significant drawback
of other state-of-the-art algorithms. A noteworthy feature of
AMA-VRPTW is its capability of balancing the exploration
and exploitation of the search space. In AMA-VRPTW, the
exploration of N individuals is followed by their intensive
exploitation.
The extensive experimental study conducted for two stan-
dard benchmark sets proves the high convergence capabil-
ities of AMA-VRPTW, and shows that it not only offers
high-quality results but also executes very fast. Since AMA-
3 Here, we analyze the best results (out of 5 runs) obtained for all 200-
customer tests.
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VRPTW converges to high-quality solutions extremely fast,
it can be applied to commercial (real-time) applications in
which travel costs are dynamic—they are updated accord-
ing to the traffic information. We performed the sensitivity
analysis, and demonstrated how various algorithm compo-
nents influence the final results and the optimization process.
The two-tailed Wilcoxon test showed the statistical signifi-
cance of the results obtained using the considered variants of
AMA-VRPTW with certain adaptive components switched
off and on.
Our ongoing research is focused on incorporating the
proposed adaptive algorithm into our parallel framework
(Nalepa and Blocho 2014). We aim at conducting the exper-
iments for full Gehring and Homberger’s benchmark set
(i.e., for each number of customers) using the adaptive par-
allel MA. Also, we work on new adaptive co-operation
schemes of parallel processes to guide the search more effi-
ciently. Finally, we plan to enhance local refinement pro-
cedures applied for optimizing the already-found solutions
during the education process to improve the performance
of AMA-VRPTW for instances with tight time windows.
Another direction of our future work encompasses design-
ing a self-adaptive MA which will evolve its parameters
with time. Finally, we plan to apply AMA-VRPTW to other
complex vehicle routing problems, especially the pickup and
delivery problem with time windows.
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